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INTRODUCTION

Automation is increasing in every field. Eachines are

doing more and more jobs completely or partially without the

use of manpower. The farmer is gradually adopting automation.

Up to this time more stress has been put on reducing field labor

than chore labor. The farmer is now realizing that several

of his manual chores can be eliminated by the use of electrical

and mechanical means. Approximately 93 percent of the farms

in Kansas now have electricity. Consequently many farmers

are now putting automation to use and are looking for new and

modern designs to be put to use in the future* , One of the more

laborious chores that has not been adapted for automatic opera-

tion thus far is that of grinding feed. Several designs for

grinding individual grains without the use of manpower consti-

tute a step toward automation. There are a limited number of

designs of completely automatic feed processing systems. These

systems are not adaptable to many of the farms of Kansas.

Many of the farms of Kansas are equipped with farm shops.

The farmer is becoming more skilled; consequently, he is making

things to be used around the farmstead. According to a recent

survey (14), there is a higher potential for eleotric welders

than for any other electrical unit eostin- ore than -|64.00

to be used on the farm outside the home. Nearly 16,000

welders are now being used on Kansas farms.

Very little research has been done to develop grain

metering devices that can be built on the farm and used in
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automatic {rinding and mixing systems.

SURVEY OF LITiiRITT

Development cf Measuring

The basic problem of metering grain is that of measuring

a given amount of grain in a given tine, Measuring has been

an everyday occurrence since t -Inning of mankind.

Haddock and Wade (7} describe the evolution of metrology through

many primitive cultures to the origin of the metric and English

system of weights and measures.

At the present time both the English and metric systems

of weights end measures ar« used in the United States. The

English system is used by farm operators. Automatic meters for

measuring f'ases and fluids have been developed and are now

highly accurate instruments. Automatic metering devices for

grains, however, were not practical until electrical power

became available.

electrification of Kansas Farms

electrification of the farms of Kansas has brought about

many changes. To understand why automation is not more preva-

lent, it is necessary to study a little history connected with

this subject. In 19£4 900 farms were receivin electric service

(Hinrichs, 10). In 1943 there were 40,000 rural consumers.

Although the average kilowatt hour use per year increased from



250 to 1400 during this time, very little power was used out-

side the farm home. But since 1941 the farmer has put an in-

creasing amount of power into use. The number of rural customers

in 1953 had increased to 83,000 with an average use of 2300

kilowatt hours par consumer. This increase in power used has

accompanied an increase in efficiency of use.

A recent survey (14) shows that there are in Kansas 1538

electrically operated feed grinders on the farm and an immediate

potential of 746 more. Electricity is allowing the farmer to

gain increased efficiency in many chores, -rinding grain being

one of the more laborious. Of all the electric feed grinders

operating in Kansas, v^ry few operate without the use of manual

labor and practically none grind, mix and measure automatically.

Economic Use of Electricity for Grinding

The tractor is not adaptable to automatic operation because

of the manual functions required in operating it. The electric

motor is ideal for automatic operation because, by use of time

clocks and safety controls, the motor can be stooped, started

and protected from overload and underload. The largest siae

electrical motors allowed on rural distribution lines is 5

to 7 1/2 horsepower. This limitation is a handicap because

the rate of grinding is far below that of the tractor operated

grinder. By automatic operation this disadvantage can be

eliminated. Ileinton (9) commented on the flexibility allowed

by the electric :otor. A motor of proper type, properly

installed can be expected to operate satisfactorily. This



feature Is quite important in the design of any automatic syst

The total cost of grinding can he div: into power cost,

bar cost, and overhead cost (Martin and Roberts, 11). The

power co-t depends upon the amount of ^rain rround, ty ~, size

and efficiency of the motor and grinder, 001 ^Ition of the grain

and the fineness of grinding. Labor cost var:' ittlf with the

design of the system layout. The t . includes depre-

ciation, Interest on inv t and repair and maintenance of

the equipment.

Brackstt 8nd Lewis (2) stated that a feeder who needs more

than 150 bushels of corn or 300 bushels of oats rround per year

should consider grinding on the farm, unless frequent trips are

made to the mill for other reasons. Blauser (1) stated that by

use of small grinding units, a saving can be realized If as

little as one-fourth ton is ground per v

The Need for Small Grain Metering Devices

The need for small grain metering devices is closely

related to the trend toward automatic feed grinding. This

trend is a result of eleotrical power being furnished to

over 90 percent of the Kansas farmsteads (13).

In 1941 Martin and Roberts (11 J reported on the use of

electric motors for powering feed gr inders. Their report showa

a maximum rate of grinding of 4000 pounds per hour for Ho,
3500 pounds per hour for shelled corn and 1500 pounds per hour

for oats using a 5 horsepower electric motor. These data



represent -Tinders designed for tractor power operation. Bow

designs have improved the efficiency of grinders to the point

that some will grind, at about twice the rate of grinding in

1941. A device used for metering small grains should be

capable of delivering at high accuracy either full or part of

the otill capacity.

Types of Feed Grinders

There are three major types of feed grinders (11):

The Plate or Burr 1-111 . The burr mill is the lowest

priced mill of the three types. The grain is f-round by passing

between two plates. Fineness of grinding is adjusted by varying

the pressure forcing the two plates 1 -r and by changing

types of plates. This mill is well adapted to /-rind material

coarsely. For fine grinding, the burr mill requires more power

than does the hammer mill. The speed of operation is compara-

tively low, ranging from £00 to 1£00 rpn. The grinding plates

oan be a d by running empty and by hard foreign material

pa ssi nr through them.

The Hammer I. 111 . The hammer .mill costs more than the burr

mill and less than the roller mill. The hampers are usually

short metal straps of high-grade steel. The hammers pulverize

and force the rraln through a screen. The pulverization causes

an excessive amount of fine particles, thus making a dust

problem for either coarse or fine grinding. The mill runs at a

1
From Commercial Literature



high speed and is rarely damaged by foreign material. Running

empty will not injure the machine. Fineness of grinding can be

varied by changing the screen.

The Roller 1 ill . The roller mill is the newest and most

expensive of the three types. The Bill consists of two rollers

which roll in opposite directions and crush the grain between

them. They are effective in cracking grain without causing a

large amount of fine material. The roller mill has a higher

efficiency and capacity for cracking grain than the other two

lis. Foreign material will de the rollers and running

the rollers to /ether, when not grinding, does cause unnecessary

wear on them.

Tacts of Types of Grinding

Cox, aaith, Parrish (3,4,13) and Turk (15) have carried

out feeding tests to determine the effect of fine, coarse and

rolled grains on feeding of beef cattle. Their results showed

very little difr ^ in the three methods. The individual

feeder* s preference, therefore, is the primary factor in deter-

mining what type till to use.

Automatic Grinding 3yst->. s

Commercial literature can be obtained on so.e automatic

systems which have been designed for use with the hammer mill,

using overhead grain bins. There are, at the present time, no

commercial automatic feed grinding systems that measure, mix and
r nd feed using the burr mill or the roller mill or that :.et,;r



gnll from ground floor storage. Forth, et al, (G) reported

on a completely automatic feed grinding system. The small

grains metering device, called a blending device or a fluted

wheel, measures by volume. Different gate openings were used

to govern the amount of era in that passed through the device.

The discharge rato of this metering device was ISO to 1750

pounds per hour for shelled corn, 100 to 730 pounds per hour

for oats and 100 to 460 pounds per hour for supplement.

Another measuring device used in this system was a dischar

buoket. This bucket measured ground grain by weight. It

could hold approximately 125 pounds of ground feed and was

capable of being adjusted to trip at any desired weight. The

nu'iber of trips was registered by a counter, thus giving an

indication of the weight of feed ground.

Some of the deficiencies of this system were reported by

Forth and Lehman (5)« The causa of variations in capacity,

dependability, and. power demands of the system were attributed to:

1. Condition of grain.

2. 3etting of ad justments and controls.

3. Power supply and farm wiring probl^-.s.

4. Grinder and motor design.

Only the first two variations are effected by tfct Jring

device. The first cannot be controlled except by cleaning

and proper drying of the grain. The second variation can be

controlled by education on uso and adjustment of metering

devices and design of simpler and more accurate devices.



Harknoss (3) reported on an automatic system which used a

modified commercial hopper as a sr^all greini latter lttfi device.

This device was also a volumetric neterin vice and would he

subject to the same error of grain condition as would the

previous mentioned device. Control and adjustment was solved

by a notched wheel that assured accurate settings of a dis-

charge opening.

Many grain metering devices have been designed by commer-

cial companies. The majority of these are used by the billing

industry and are not adaptable for use by the livestock feeder.

Some cormercial metering devices, however, are adaptable for

use by the feeder. These devices are desoribed by available

•ercial litera.ture.

ires though few solutions are available for feeders desir-

to install automatic feed grinding systems, there is, how-

ever, considerable interest in grinding systems. Feed grinders

and electrical powered motors are available and adaptable to

the problems of grinding. Grain transporting equipment is

also readily available. The apparent handicap to automatic

feed grinding system design is the lack of metering devices

that can be adapted to various grain storage units.

T&S PHOBLfll

Objectives

The purpose of the research heroin reported was to select

and design small grains motoring devices that could be adapted
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for automatic operation in a feed grinding system. The metering

devices should be adaptable to B08t of the existing grain

storage units. They should be capable of delivering grain at

rates equivalent to the grinding rates of most modern electric

grinders. It is not anticipated that there will be a volume

I kot for small grain metering devices until their value has

been proven. Thus, they must be simple enough to build,

operate, and maintain on the farm with the equipment readily

available to the farmer. The initial cost and the cost of

operation of the metering devices must be low enough to justify

their use ov=r other methods. The metering accuracy should be

satisfactory for delivering a portion or all of the rations

ground in modern feed mills. For purposes of testing, 95

percent accuracy was considered satisfactory.

aerials and Methods

Types of Grain. Oats, alio and shelled corn were selected

to be used because they are representative of snail trains

that are fed by Kansas livestock feeders. Two batches of oats

were used, one being uncleaned and the other being cleansd.

Timing . The time was determined by use of a stop watch.

Length of tost varied from one-fourth minute to six minutes

depending upon the discharge rotes of the metering devices and

the capacity of the cans used to receive the metered grain.

,/eighing . freight was determined by use of a Fairbanks-

I'orse portable scale.

Spe ed . The speeds of the various devices v;ere measured
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by the use of tactometers.

Catering Devices jd. Four d is were proposed to
—-in iwi.. ii nwi i i i uamm »wmmi » »ww

be used for metering definite amounts of small grains into

automatic or semi-automatic feed grinding systems. Laboratory

experiments :vere set up to determine the capacity and accuracy

of the four designs. The cl ' s were to be modified as

necessary to develop devices adaptable for use in existing

grain storare units and with existing grinding mills. The four

designs were

:

1. Rotating disc metering device.

2. Metering hopper device,

3. Metering chute i=vice.

4. Open eager device.

It was necessary to build the metering chute and the open

auger device because they were not cor anerc ially available. The

rotating disc and the metering hopper were obtained from commer-

cial sources and modified as required.

Rotating Disc Device

The rotating disc design consisted of a circular disc

which rotated in the bottom of a hopper (Plate II). An

adjustable scraper ruided ti iin from the disc through a

discharge opening. Rate of discharge was varied by adjusting

the position of the scraper relative to the disc. A cut-off

baffle was mounted over the scraper to assist in forcing the

grain through the discharge opening. An agitator connected to

the rotating disc prevented bridging and aided in preventing



SXPLANATION OF PLATS I.

The rotating disc device as tested.
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PLATS I.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE II.

Top view of the rotating disc





slippage of Tain on the rotating disc. The scraper was adjust-

able by an external handle which could be placed In six different

positions by alignment of a pointer on the scraper with one of

six marks on the chassis of the device. To allow hotter adjust-

ment, the handle of the scr; 'as extended and a piece of

sheet steel was bolted to the chassis. L.arks were anscribed

on the metal sheet to allow alignment of the scraper handle

.

This improved the accuracy of setting by about 300 percent.

Tn order to allow flexibility in spaed, the rotating

disc was driven from the drive shaft of a burr mill which was

in turn driven by a variable sneed drive. The rdll speed was

from 250 to 300 rpm. An ilght inch pulley was placed on the

mill to drivo a 12 inch sheave on the fertilizer hooper. This

allowed a speed of 167 to 200 rpm for the 12 inch sheave. A

12 to 44 reduction by a rear drive allowed *h« rotating disc

to operate at a speed of 45 to 55 rpm. The linear velocity of

the outer edge of the disc was thus 1.76 to 2.15 feet per

second. These speeds tend to cause slipping of the grain on

top of the disc.

By varying the speed it was found that the maximum sp

allowable for the 12 inch pulley, without slippage of Tain on

the disc, was 124 rpn for milo and 110 rpm for shelled corn

(Figs. 1 and 2). This speed represents a disc edc-e linear

velocity of 1.30 feet o.-,t necond and 1.18 feet per second

respectively. The linear v-iocity vvas calculated as follows:

124 rev/rain 12 . 9 ft . 1 r.ln m 1.33 ft/ sec.
4~4" 12 rev 60 sec



The maximum discharge rate for metering shelled corn and

mllo at the above speed was respectively 800 to 1000 pounds

per hour. Oats capacity was about 200 pounds per hour. This

low oats discharge rate was caused by oats bridging across the

discharge opening. There was free flow of milo from the dis-

charge opening when the disc was stationary. Corn was cracked

between the scraper and the discharge shield.

Modifications were made In an attempt to increase capacity

of the three grains, prevent free flow of milo and reduce

cracking of corn.

First I odlflcatlon . The first modification was to remove

the discharge shield and replace it with a piece of 1/8 inch

plate steel. This eliminated the cracking of corn but did

not eliminate the free flow of milo. This increased the dis-

charge rate of milo and shelled corn to 1100 and 900 pounds

per hour respectively but gave a minimum discharge rate of

about 800 pounds per hour.

Second IViodif i cat ion . To prevent free flow of milo and

lower the minimum rate of discharge, a 1/2 inch strap of 1/8

inch plate steel was welded to the outer edge of the first

modification. This prevented the free flow of milo and lowered

the discharge rate to about 300 pounds per hour. It had very

little effect on the maximum oa pa city but it caused cracking of

shelled corn between this modification and the scraper.

Third I odlfication . A new feed gate shield was designed.

It was mode of 1/8 inch plate steel and was larger than the



first riodifl cation (Plata II). It was adequate in that it pre-

ited free flow of milo, prevented crackin
. of corn and allowed

a minimum metering rata of about 300 pounds „>er hour of railo.

The minimum, rata of milo is riven because it hat the highest

minimum rate of the three .grains. maximum milo discharge rate

was 1400 pounds per hour,

Fourth Modification . The fourth i odif ioation was made

to reduce the minimum dise^arre rate and was accomplished by-

welding a strap on th .r side of the scraper. This strap

was effective in reducing the minimum discharge rates to 80

pounds per hour for milo and 5 pounds per hour for shelled corn.

The maximum discharge rotos were 1400 pounds per hour for alio

and 1100 pounds per hour for corn. The maximum discharge rete

for oats was about 600 pounds per hour. The flow rate of o^ts

was erratic due to bridging of foreign Uteri* 1 in the dis-

charge opening.

Metering Hopper

iification of a four hole fertilizer hopper metering device

transformed it into a catering device for sraall grains (Plate III).

Partitions c i between the four holef t; us allowing four

individual grains to be metered si usly. The gate

controls used for closin • 6ht di -charge openings were modified

to allow individual a ,nt. A rack and pinion gear was

added to move the slide rate (Plate IV). The rack was welded

to tha slide
. The pinion was connected by a shaft to a

notched wheel on the outside of the hopper. The wheel had 25
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EXPLANATION OF PLAT^i VI.

Proposed flow diagram of automatic feed

grinding system using the hopper metering device.
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notches around Its periphery, allowing definite adjustment of

the slide gates.

As a means of closing off the flow of era in through the

discharge hole, a magnetically controlled flap was arranged

to fit under the discharge holes. The magnet was energized

when the grinding motor was started. Energizing the magnet

forced a plunger to move through a magnetic core. The

plunger pulled the flaps down into a vertical position below

the side of the discharge opening, tfhen the motor stopped,

the magnet would be deactivated and the plunger would force

the flaps into a horizontal position below the discharge

openings thus stopping the flow of grains.

An auger carried the grain from under the discharge

opening to a desired location.

This device would require overhead bins with a chute from

each bin to the hopper.

Metering Chute Device

The auger portion of this design was solely for the

purpose of transporting small grains from the metering chute

to some desired location (Plate VII). A drag type elevator

could serve the same purpose, but due to economic reasons the

auger is more satisfactory. The auger housing was supported by

V-shaped rods which were in turn supported by angle-iron hangers

welded to the side of the chute. The chute fit into a rsctangu-

lsr shaped hole on top of the auger housing. The metered {train

fell from the chute through the rectangular hole into the au-;'or.



fflQRLAJRTION OF PLATiS VII.

Sectional views of the metering chute

device with auf-er attached.
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The chute was designed to consist of two separate sections.

One-eighth inch plate steel was used to construct it. The

moving parts of the original design were two slide gates and

an agitator. The upper portion consisted of four sides, a

slide gate, two 6 inch x 1 1/2 inch x 1/8 inch angle irons to

support the chuto from the grain bin, and three 5 inch x 3/4

inch x 1/8 inch angle irons to support the slide gate and to

prevent creeping of grain around the slide gate. The slide

;te was 1/16 inch plate steel, 7 inches long and 5 5/8 Inches

wide. A &':all eagle iron strap was welded on the end to serve

as a handle. A 1/16 inch slot was out in one side to allow

use of the slide gate.

The lower section consisted of one slide gate, 4 sides,

a bottom with a hole in it, an agitator, and two bearings for

the agitator shaft. Three units were built, each with a

different shaped bottom. The top and bottom sections were

combined into a single unit for testing. The combination of

the hole in the bottom of the chute and the slide gate was the

metering portion (Plate VIII). One design was to use a

diamond shaped hole in the bottom of the chute to alloiv grain

discharge (Plate VIJI, Fig. l). The area of the opening would

thus vary a 3 the slide gate was closed. The metering area

could be calculated from the following equations;

When D< L//2" D>L/V2

A - L2 - D2 A . 2 L2 - 27$ DL D2

where A • Area in square inches.



EXPLANATION OF PLATE VIII.

Diagram of the proposed discharge openings

for the meterine chute.



PLAT^ VIII.
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DIAMOND SHAPED HOLE
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Fig 2

RECTANGLE -TRIANGLE

COMBINATION HOLE IN

BOTTOM OF CHUTE

Fig 3
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D - Distance the slide fate Is moved over the hole

In inches.

L s Length of one side of the square hole In inches.

Another Assign was to use two slide pates, each having in

It a diamond shaped hole that matched the hole in the bottom of

the hopper (Plate VIII, Fig. 2). The original shape of the hole

was maintained under the agitator as the slide pates vtffS slid

simultaneously in opposite directions. The area of the discharge

opening would vary according to A L8 - 2VSDL * 2 D . Where

A, D and L are the same as befor .

A third design was to use a SisshSYSjS hole of a rectangle-

triangle combination (Plate Till, Fig. 3). The slide gate was

designed to cover the rectangular part of the hole first and

then the triangular part. The area is given by:

D<C D>C

A - L2 B (C-D) A a L2 - B (D-C) (D-C)
2

"5* T
where A s Area.

B s Width of rectangular portion.

C - Length of rectangular portion.

L s Length of one side of triangle a B .

72*

D - Distance the slide gate Is moved over hole.

This design gave the advantage of larger capacity with fine

adjustment at smaller discharge rat. .

A small movement of the slide gates in all cases caused

a considerable change In discharge rate. Thus, any error in

settin r. the slide gates caused a considerable variation in

discharge rate. A new bottom was designed to correct this
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error

•

The final design of the bottom incorporated four 3lide

gates (Plate XX)* One slide gftta was adjustable from each

side of the hopper. The bottom was raised enough to allow

the periphery of the agitator to travel below the planss

of the slide gates. A 1/8 inch notch was cut in two of the

slide gates to allow this positive agitation. The two notched

slide gates were termed "Side Slide Gates" and the other tv/o

were tanned "iind Slide Gates". To insure agitation, two more

agitators were added {Plate >.) . These were made of 1 inch

s 4 inch x 1/6 inch strap iron. The ends were bent 90° in

opposite directions at 1 inch from each end. The side slide

gates allowed setting for maximum discharge rates, and the dis-

charge rate was varied by adjusting the end slide gates. This

area of discharge was thus the product of the distance between

the side slide p-ates times the distance between the end slide

gates.

This design alloxved a finer adjustment of discharge rate

and consequently a greater accuracy of metering. Figure 5 is

a plot of the dischar :u rate of oats against the end slide

gate opening at different side slide gate settings. A limited

nuiber of tests were run on milo and shelled corn to check

the accuracy of metering.

Open Auger Device

The major problem of using an open auger in a grain bin

to meter grain was to design a simple means of driving tha



LAMATION OF PLATjS IX,

Diagrams of the final design of the metering ohute
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EXPLANATION OF PLATS X.

Top view of the metering chute as tested.
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auger at a variable speed. A driving mechanism was designed,

built and tested for this purpose (Plate XIII). The drive

consisted of an 05 to 1 spaed reducer, a pinwheel, and a sprocket.

The speed reducer was driven by V-bolts from a 1/3 horsepower

electric aotor . A 1/2 inch steel shaft connected the pinwheel

to the speed reducer. The pinwheel consisted of two 1/3 inch

circular steel plates 9 Inches in diameter. The plates were

separated by 0.75 inches and hald in position by four 3/8 inch

x 1 1/4 inch bolts and four 1 inch x 3/4 inch sleeves. The

pins were 40 r .movable 3/16 inch x 2 inch steel bolts .d

19/32 inches apart 1/2 inch in from the periphery of the wheel.

A sprocket attached to tT ar shaft was driven by the stool

pins in the pinwheel. The pinwheel was mounted in a position

that allowed each pin to be in contact for two pitch lengths

with the sprocket which turns the sprocket 20.6°. An au

housing was made to extend 12 inches into the V-bottoia bin. This

housing allowed a definite discharge opening and prevented free

flow of grain from the bin. I on speed variations were made

by eba pulley sizes on tho motor and speed reducer.

Tests were run at diffeN&t speeds. Discharge rates were

plotted gainst number of pins in Figure 6. The 3»eed of

the auger could be calculated as follows:

NA s Nm . IXj . _1 rpm . (PQ 1)

T5g" 58 rpm p

lPn 39

Where: NA s s ^ed of auger (rpm).
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N - sneed of motor (rpm)

•

Pn = number of pins in the pinwheel.

P^ • number of teeth on sprocket

•

D^ = diameter of pulley on motor (inches).

Da s diameter of pulley on speed reducer (inches),
s

Because of a shortage of shelled corn, tests were run on milo

and oats only.

Determination of Accuracy

Accuracy was determined by plotting the results of

several tests and calculating the percent of error from dis-

charge va speed curves, ^rror was calculated for points of

greatest variation from the curves in the following manner:

^c-^e i 100 s percent error

iVhere: ic z discharge rate from curve at a given speed.

le z discharge rate at point of greatest variation

for the fiven speed,

-urror was introduced by the following means:

1. The heterogeneous characteristics of the grain

caused mainly by foreign material.

2. .irror made in setting discharge rate.

3. jirror caused by timing of starting and stopping

tests.

The error due to foreign material is characteristic of

all grains unless they are cleaned. Very little grain is

cleaned on the fars: before grinding; so, this error will
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be a feature in most farm grinding systems.

The slide gat ire set by aligning marks on the slide gate

and a fixed marker on the metering device. This error is elimina-

ted in the open au-er and metering hopper but could not be

eliminated for the rotating disc and the metering chute,

starting and -ing errors arc ftorb applicable to short

length of operating ti :e. These errors would be of little

significance to a feeder who would be grinding for tnore than

two or three minutes at a time* 'or 3' ort teste, however, these

errors should be eliminated if possible. The n-thod used in

reducing this error ivas to c^tch the metered "rain in a separate

container before and after each test. Thus a negligible amount

of error was made in starting and stopping tests.

Results of Tests

Rata of Discharge. The discharge rate of the rotating

iisc device was unfavorable co. pared to the grinding rate of

most feed grinders. The maximum rata of grinding shelled

corn and milo varied from a few hundred pounds per hour for

ill electrically powered mills to over 10,000 pounds par hour

for so.ie of the larger electrically powered .ills*. The dis-

charge rate of the rotating disc tested was effected by a small

disc 1 opening. The maximum discharge rate of oats was not

at enough to deem the device satisfactory for use in

1
From commercial literature
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90 100 110 120

SPiSiSD OF IE INCH DRIVING SHdJAVB

130

Fig. 2. A comparison of the discharge rate of
shelled corn for the rotating disc to the speed of
the sheave driving the disc showing the speed at
which grain begins to slip.
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OPBNING NUMBER

Fig. 3. A comparison of the discharge rate of the
rotating disc to the six positions of the scraper. The
spaed of the rotating disc was thirty-three rpm for milo
and thirty rpm for shelled corn.
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conjunction with most grinders. The rate of discharge vs

opening curve shows that the discharge rate varies as an ex-

ponential function of the opening. This is expected because

the amount of grain in position to he scraped from the disc

is a function of the circumference of the disc as the scraper

moves tovrard the center of the disc.

The hopper metering device has a definite maximum dis-

charge rate. This rate is equal to or greater than the maximum

grinding rates of most electrically powered feed grinders. The

maximum metering rate for shelled corn is over 10,000 pounds

per hour. The variation per setting, of the notched wheel, is

about 600 pounds per hour per setting at the higher rates of

discharge. The maximum discharge rates of milo and oats were

fi,000 and 5,000 pounds per hour respectively. The discharge rate

vs opening curve (Fig. 4) is also non-linear because of the

bridging of grain around the discharge hole.

The maximum discharge rate of the metering chute can be

widely varied. Extending the l^n-th of the chute could give

as high a discharge rate as desired. The discharge curve

(Fig. 5) shows a non-linear variation of discharge rate vs

opening. This characteristic is due to the bridging effect of

oats near the edges of the opening. As the opening increases,

this effect decreases causing a linear trend to the curve.

The limited number of tests run on milo and shelled corn showed

the discharge rate to be about twice that of oats.

The maximum discharge rate of the open auger can be varied

if the driving mechanism is designed to be movable. The method
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of changing the maximum dig< would be to change the

sprocket that drives the sugar end adjust the plnwheel accord-

ingly. With a 27-tooth sprocket, the lischarge rate varied

from to 50C0 pounds par hour for . ilo torn to 3000

pounds per hour for cleaned oats. The discharge rate vs

opening curve (Pig. 3) shows a linear characteristic to control.

This is expected because the rat I on the

speed of the auger rather than on grain fallir: h a dls-

c U pi hol^.

Accuracy of Metering; . The accuracy of all four metering

devices tested is off win condition. This is because

the devices meter by volume. Any changes in density of the

grain being metered make variations in the weight of a given

volume. Another factor effecting accuracy was that of adjust-

ment and control. This factor was eliminated in the open auger

metering device by use of the pinwheel and in the hopper meter-

ing device by the notched wheel control. A third factor affect-

ing accuracy is the discharge rate. The lower the discharge

rate, the higher the error caused by a given variation, and,

conversely. Sons error was introduced by measuring on 1/4

minute tests. The error caused by reading to the nearest

1/4 pound could make an error as large as 60 pounds per hour.

Tests this 3hort were not necessary on discharge rates lower

than 5,000 pounds per hour. Thus the error caused by running

1/4 minute tests would not amount to more than 1.2 percor.t.

The accuracy of the rotating disc v;as the lowest of the

four devices, being 90 percent or better in most cases. The



accuracy tf "she other three devices was above 95 percent in

t cases and averaged about 98 percent,

Adaption to Automatic i- -j rrindlng Systems . The open

auger is the moat adaptable to any type grain storage structure.

The use of the V-bottom storage bin is the only structural

•1 in iterifttlfl : s not comtaon tc -jrain storage

units. The hopper device required the use of overhead storage

with sloping-floor bins. The motor iu - chute could be used for

ground-level storage providing there is adequate room under the

bin for the chute and rrain transporting equipment. This

device would also require a sloping floor.

;CU33I0N

The primary basis for the research reported herein was

to gain knowledge on discharge rates and accuracy of small

ain metering devices. The siiiall rrain metering devices

formerly developed do not allow the required flexibility

for feed grinding system design. Nearly all the equipment

designed for metering snail grains has been for the tiling

industry. The ferrr.er usually cannot economically justify of

use a machine of this type. The metering devices designed

for use by the livestock feeder are few in number and limited

in use. The lesigaa built and tested extend the adaptibility

of metering device?.. The open auger and metering chute allow

the use of ground floor storage which is advantageous bocause

of the amount of ground floor storage pros- >tly in use. The
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discharge rate of the open uug-r, metering chute and hopper

metering device can be varied over v?ide rangaa* These designs

are simple in construction and operation and could be built

and maintained by the farmer. The cost of the devices is kept

at a minimum because very few commercial parts are necessary for

their construction. The accuracy of the three devices compares

with the accuracy of other ' * •• Their accuracy is

varlsd by heterogeneous material in the so i r ss is that

of othw devices that by ve]

CONCLUSIONS

Rotating Disc

A rotating disc of the form tested would not be suitable

as a general saall grain metering, device. For use with milo

and shelled corn, this typo of device could be used with a low

capacity r-rinder. Cats could not be metered satisfactorily.

This does not mean that a rotating disc will not be developed

that will meter all small grains. Adequate metering capacity

was limited by the size of the discharge opening. It is

believed that a rotating disc could be designed that would not

be limited by discharge opening and would serve as a small

grains metering device. There would still be present, however,

the disadvantage that overhead bins v;ould be required.

taring Hopper

The accuracy of the metering hopper is very high
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providing a fairly homogeneous grain is metered. Discharge rate

is relatively high also. At higher discharge rates a difference

in setting of one notch may make a difference of several hundred

pounds per hour in discharge rate. This could be remedied by

increasing the number of possible settings of the slide gate.

It would be necessary to run a discharge rate test for

each "batch" of grain to be metered. If the grain to be

metered has a high percent of foreign material, the discharge

rate should be checked two or three times to prevent as much

as possible the error due to grain heterogeneity.

Metering Chute

The metering chute could be a very suitable metering device.

The chute could be used to meter ground feed into a ration as

well as to meter unground grain. Some ground feeds would require

additional agitation to prevent bridging. A means of automatic

control could be devised to eliminate the error and Inconvenience

caused by manual control of the slide gates. The chute could be

placed under either overhead or ground floor bins providing the

ground floor bins were above a foundation. For completely

automatic operation, the bin would have to be designed to allow

all grain to discharge through the chute by free flow. Any

suitable transporting device could be used to convey the grain

from the bottom of the chute to a desired location. The particular

device tested varied in maximum discharge rate according to the

distance between the aide slide gates. The percent of accuracy

determined from the tests was better than 95 percent for practically
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all tests. The skill and equipment required to build metering

chutes is not such as would forbid a farm operator from con-

structing and maintaining them. The following precautions would

have to be observed during fabrication and operation to obtain

good results with a metering chute:

1. The slide gates should fit snug or have a fastening

lug to prevent movement during operation.

2. The grain being metered should be fairly

homogeneous.

3. A test should be run for each chute before a

batch of grain is metered to determine the

discharge rate.

4. The size of chute and consequently the size of

discharge opening should be relative to the

size of grinders and conveyors that the chute

is to be used with.

Open Auger

The open auger is the most adaptable to any type building.

The accuracy is high and the maximum discharge rate can be varied

by speed or auger size. The driving mechanism is simple to

construct and easy to maintain. For automatic operation, V-

bottom bins would be required. The open auger meters according

to volume and consequently is subject to errors because of

heterogeneity of the metered material.
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Grinding feed is a oommon chore for r.:03t livestock feeders,

alectrical power is now furnished to over 90 percent of the farms

in Kansas. The availability of electric power has caused a trend

toward automation of far chores. There are few r rinding

systems that measure, grind, and nix au J

. 'cally. A problem

encountered in designing automatic feed grinding systems is the

lack of adaptable -rain metering devices.

The objective of this study was to design, build and test

some devices tht could be adapted for use in metering small grains*

Four designs were proposed; two of the designs were modified ferti-

lizer spreaders, and the other two were designed and built with

available materials.

Tests were run to determine the discharge rate and the accuracy

of the proposed metering devices.

One of the modified fertilizer hoppers, referred to as a

rotating disc device, meters by scraping grain from a rotating

disc. The discharge rate was varied by changing the position of

the scraper. The accuracy was determined to be above 90 percent,

in most cases, for milo and gnellee* corn. Oats would not :..uter

properly because they ci I the discharge opening. The rate of

metering was low compared to the rate of grinding of most elec-

trically operated feed grinders. The small discharge opening was

the cause of the low capacity.

The other fertilizer spreader is called a hopper metering

device. This device meters small /--rains by allowing the -rain to

fall from a hopper through a discharge opening. The discharge rate



is varied by governing t" le size of the discharge openin. .

The rate of discharge compares favorably with M09t electrically

operated feed grinders. The metering ac tuwoy of the hopper

tested above 95 percent for homogeneous materials. A disadvantage

of this device is that it requires overhead storage bins for

grain supply.

A rectangular chute was designed to meter small grain. The

method of metering is similar to that of the hopper metering

device. A hole in the bottom of the chute allowed grain to fall

through the chute. The size of the hole was governed by slide

»•« Four designs were tested. The final design incorporates

the use of four slide gates to vary the size and shape of the

discharge opening. The discharge rate can be varied to provide

the required capacity of any feed grinder. The accuracy of

metering, for fairly homogeneous material, was above 95 percent

in most cases.

A method of varying the speed of rotation of an auger was

designed and tested. A sprocket on the auger shaft was driven

by a wheel containing from 1 to 40 st I ' 'n.3. f! • speed of

the auger was varied by ohanging the number of pins in the wheel.

The au/er was placed in a 7-bottom bin with one end protruding

from the bin. The rate of discharge was directly proportional

to the speed of the aurer. The maximum rates of discharge of

the auger was dependent upon the pinwheel speed, the type of

grain, and the size of auger. The open au.eer device was the

most accurate of the four devices tested.
^W" L


